Mornington Road | Bushwood
| E11

An unusual lateral conversion across the first floor of a substantial Victorian property
in one of Leytonstone's most in-demand neighbourhood: Bushwood.
Very Bright One Bedroom Victorian Conversion | Cast Iron Fireplace | Fitted Kitchen | Gas Central Heating |
Sash Windows | Located in the Bushwood Area |

Asking price of £335,000 | Leasehold
An unusual lateral conversion across the first floor of
a substantial Victorian property in one of
Leytonstone's most in-demand neighbourhoods:
Bushwood. With its entrance to the side of the
property, the layout is focused on room sizes over
circulation space, resulting in excellent proportions
that are noticeably larger than the average one
bedroom apartment in the area. The hall has an
extremely useful understairs storage cupboard which
makes a great place to hide coats and household
materials completely out of sight. From here you
enter the living room which, at 17 ft in length, is a
grand space with a large bay to the front and three
sets of sash windows. The cast iron fireplace makes a
striking Victorian focal point. The kitchen is
wonderfully bright with tall sash windows on two
sides - another unusual quality. The shaker-style
cupboards and drawers have brushed steel cup
handles and are matched with birch laminate
worktops. There's more stainless steel with an inset
sink, electric oven and gas hob, all complemented by
white metro tiles with anthracite grouting. With a
lovely triple set of tall sash windows to the front, the
large double bedroom is again noticeably bigger than
average with lots of room around the bed. While in
the bathroom, the white suite includes a bath with
glazed shower screen and three-quarter height tiling,
paired with Moroccan tiles for a basin splashback and
toiletries shelf. Further details include gas fired
central heating and some attractive floor coverings,
from an etruscan tile design vinyl in the entrance
hall, to dark oak laminate in the bedroom and living
room, through anthracite vinyl in the kitchen and
large format herringbone tiles to the bathroom.

Mornington Road sits in of a group of
residential streets that form Bushwood, one
of the most in-demand of all the
Leytonstone neighbourhoods.
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Important Notice - These particulars have been prepared in good faith and they are not intended to constitute part of
an offer or contract. We have not performed a structural survey on this property and the services, appliances and
specific fittings have not been tested. All photographs, measurements, floor plans and distances referred to are given
as a guide and should not be relied upon.

